There are some immediate concerns which I wonder if you can assist with please:
1. There is some sharp Heras fencing sticking out into the car park to the right of the beginning
of the path into AB (facing you as you enter from the Lighthouse Diner). Can this be
removed?
2. Do you have the LTC stickers, that could be added to the beware of the slope signs at the top
and bottom of AB and do you want overlay your Waveney Norse with East Suffolk Norse?
Also the sign at the bottom is on the wonk and could do with shifting back upright please?
3. There is a lot of rubbish. Is it possible to get this moved please, especially alongside the main
paths?
4. There are metal spikes protruding from the ground not far from the Scots Pine on the right
on the way up which is used for a rope swing. There are also more spikes, further up on the
right near tree protector plastic, among the spent alexanders. Is it possible to get these
removed please? I am particularly concerned about the ones near the ‘swing’ which clearly
have footfall and possibly full body falls to the ground.
5. Is it possible to have the boundary trees at the top along by the pavement looked at by
Robert Slarke please? Chris noticed that there is an ash at the top that has a newish limb and
possibly a blackened area which might be leading to limb drop.
6. We would like to support the Lighthouse Diner to be able to have outdoor seating opposite
(the other side of the road). Cars park there which concerns councillors who want that
environment protected. Brambles can be managed back by the Diner but a flat area would
be available for seating – again they would maintain the grass there. Are sleeper a good idea
there to keep cars off and preserve for the Diner or is there a better solution please?
Longer term, could you please comment on:






Whether a solid fence along by the bins entrance at the top might stop litter and if so what
would you suggest at what cost? Litter does not seem so much behind the solid wall and so
perhaps it is partially a visible access for litterbugs and partially litter being blown in?
Have you had any involvement with the bin enclosure? The gap at the bottom lets rubbish
through and we want to explore getting that bottom gap closed.
There are a couple of places (maybe more but two were particularly visible) one along the
path up and one at the top where water trickles across the path and I understand it freezes
and ices even though under trees. Could a culvert be successfully put in and for how much
please?
Sleepers have been suggested by a councillor at certain points on the left on the way up and
at the top to prevent further mud slide onto the path. Do you have a view on this please and
if so, where and how much and could environmentally sensitive product be sourced?

